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ABSTRACT
With increased global competition, companies find that they must adjust and adapt to a
supply chain model that incorporates more strategic suppliers. Pratt & Whitney, a division of
United Technology Corporation, is no different as it seeks to streamline selection of suppliers to
satisfy their business and manufacturing needs. In addition to improved product costs, low cost
sourcing also expands its global footprint as emerging markets, such as China and India, continue
to grow at phenomenal rates compared to Western markets.
This research focused on development of a supplier evaluation process for Pratt &
Whitney to meet its business goals. This introduces a change to the way that the company has
historically operated. The first focus is to understand how to implement change within the
company setting by introducing a formal supplier evaluation process. The second is to
understand develop and refine the process to be utilized within Pratt & Whitney.
This thesis focuses first on how to implement change within a company. The existing
culture of the company must be evaluated to determine the approach to be taken. Within Pratt &
Whitney's culture, research indicates that support from management and key influential personnel
within the company are critical in producing a true change in the way the company conducts
itself. Three different case studies are discussed that highlight the impact of this support on the
successful implementation of change within the corporation.
Secondly, this thesis researches the design and development of the supplier evaluation
process. The most important aspect is to interview and listen to the needs of the customer. The
success and failure of the system rests on being useful, intuitive, and simple. Through constant
feedback, the tools were continually improved. In addition, information technology can be an
enabler for business processes. With a well-designed system, IT can provide a secure, robust,
scalable system for use in large corporations, like Pratt & Whitney.
Thesis Advisors:
Don Rosenfield, MIT Sloan School of Management
David Simchi-Levi, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION & PROBLEM STATEMENT
1.1 Introduction
This thesis is a joint effort between United Technologies Corporation (UTC), Pratt &
Whitney (P&W) division, and the Leaders for Global Operations (LGO) program at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The data collection and research was conducted
during a six month internship in the Strategic Sourcing group at Pratt & Whitney in East
Hartford, CT. The main goal of the research is to help develop a supplier evaluation tool to help
Pratt select lower-cost sources for outsourced manufacturing work in a consistent, quantitative
process.
1.2 Problem Statement
Global sourcing, especially to lower-cost countries, is of concern to most corporations
today to increase the company's global footprint and to minimize manufacturing costs. United
Technologies Corporation (UTC) has recently launched an initiative to significantly increase its
spend with international suppliers, with a commitment to Wall Street from CEO, Louis
Chendvert, to be at 35% by 2012. Pratt & Whitney, a division of UTC, is charged to meet an
internal target to help achieve the corporate goal.'
Pratt has been sourcing from international suppliers such as Western Europe, South
Korea, and Singapore for some time. Within the past 20 years, Pratt has increased its focus on
lower cost areas such as Eastern Europe, China, and Russia. However, the percentage of total
spend in these countries has been minimal compared to other industries, such as the
semiconductor industry. Aerospace has not ventured far from domestic suppliers mainly due to
intellectual property to military export restrictions. This has resulted in a limited number of
1 United Technologies Corporation, "UTC webcasts," 12 03 2010, UTC - Technologies for
building and aerospace industries, 07 05 2010
<http://www.utc.com/Investor+Relations/Webcasts>. Slide 12
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qualified aerospace manufacturers internationally, especially in lower-cost sourcing (LCS)
regions. Most aerospace companies now are pressing to expand into the LCS markets to take
advantage of lower labor costs and to respond to the growing international demand for increased
air travel in countries with rapid economic growth, such as China and India.
The corporate initiative, pressure to lower cost, and demands to expand internationally
has challenged the strategic sourcing group within P&W to work more efficiently in identifying
qualified suppliers. This prompts the need for a means to quickly evaluate suppliers for specific
manufacturing work in a consistent, qualitative way to help make decisions in a timely manner.
The goal of this project is to implement a tool for P&W to standardize the supplier selection
process and to help the organization better understand the risks and gaps that it will encounter
when engaging in business with a new or existing supplier. This tool is also an example of how
P&W has to think and work differently in the new global environment to remain competitive.
This problem presents an opportunity for the company to change the way it works. In the
past, some decisions were made in an ad-hoc way and information was sometimes not
communicated in a timely manner. Often large organizations suffer from slow communication
processes as groups are disjointed and groups are in infonnation silos. However, this tool, as well
as other process changes, in the sourcing decision will challenge employees to communicate and
collaborate more than they have in the past. The company has been accustomed to having time
to make decisions due to how slowly the industry moved in the past. However, P&W now finds
that it needs to continuously have internal groups talking and debating to make decisions quickly.
As the market continues to move faster every day, P&W is being forced to adapt itself to the new
reality and must abandon some of the old ways of doing work to survive.
1.3 Research Methodology
Many sources were used for the data and support of this thesis. The most notable is the
internship performed at United Technologies Corporation within the Pratt & Whitney Strategic
Sourcing group. Data was collected here by observing the culture within the organization and by
actively trying to complete the project discussed in Section 1.2. Through interviews and
observations, primary data was collected to support the thesis. In addition, secondary information
was also gathered through a literature review that will be used throughout. This thesis focuses on
the process of enacting change within an organization. In addition, the thesis also touches upon
the design, development, and implementation of a tool to aid in the supplier selection process to
help meet P&W's immediate needs.
1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 - This chapter opens by introducing background information on supply chain and
sourcing. Then the aerospace industry and the company are introduced. And finally, an
introduction of the industry and company in regards to sourcing is discussed.
Chapter 3 - This chapter discusses some of the organizational structure of Pratt & Whitney and
how this influences approaches to successfully implement change. A framework for analysis is
introduced and applied specifically to the P&W culture.
Chapter 4 - This chapter applies the framework used in Chapter 3 to three case studies.
Chapter 5 - This chapter introduces the supplier evaluation process at Pratt & Whitney as well as
the project history. Then the tactical approach to continue development of the tool is discussed.
Chapter 6 - This chapter outlines the actual details of the supplier evaluation tool. The main parts
of the tool are the business evaluation, technical evaluation, and scoring. Then case studies are
discussed outlining how the tool will be used.
Chapter 7 - This chapter discusses the development of the information technology (IT) system to
implement the tool. First, the reasoning for the IT system is discussed. Then, the design of the
system and usability purposes is described.
Chapter 8 - This chapter summarizes the findings of this research report as well as next steps for
the project.
CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
2.1 Supply Chain and Sourcing
As noted by Fine, "supply chains are the next source of competitive advantage."2
Manufacturing has changed significantly in the past 20 years as corporations adopted outsourcing
and lean manufacturing techniques to remain competitive. Full ownership and vertical
integration has many risks and corporations have moved away from this strategy. Competitive
pressure has pushed companies to view outsourcing as a "strategic necessity to preserve parity
with competitors on cost and/or quality" 3The biggest risk is that being broad in a number of
competencies results in a loss of company focus and expertise and reduced available investment
capital as assets are tied up in peripheral activities. 4 These risks often result in loss of
competitiveness in the new global market. Many companies have thus turned to outsourcing and
other collaborative partnerships with suppliers to remain competitive and cost effective.
Effective supply chains are now a necessity and a competitive advantage for many firms.
However, as with other business tools, no two companies are identical and thus strategies for
different companies cannot be exact duplicates of each other. It should also be noted that each
firm must develop a global sourcing strategy that complements its own business needs and
industry requirements. 5
An example of this management shift can be seen in the automobile industry. Twenty
years ago, U.S. automakers were highly vertically integrated, maintained arms-length supplier
relationships, and forced suppliers to compete for lowest cost. On the other hand, Japanese
2 Fine, Charlie. Clockspeed: Winning Industry Control in the Age of Temporary Advantage. New
York: Basic Books, 1999
3 Clemons, E., & Hitt, L. (1997, Jun 16). Strategic Sourcingfor Services: Assesing the Balance
between Outsourcing and Insourcing. Retrieved Jun 2009, from
opim.wharton.upenn.edu/-clemons/files/outsourcingv4_2.pdf
4 Beckman, Sara and Donald Rosenfield. Operations Strategy: Competing in the 21st Century.
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2007.
- Mroczkowski, Victor A. Integrated Decision Support Model for Global Sourcing. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2008.
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automakers utilized a multi-tiered supply base, and promoted communication and collaborative
relationships using the principles of modern supply chain theory.6 As can be seen with the recent
bankruptcy filings of U.S. automakers, General Motors and Chrysler, the former method is not
competitive in today's market. As Dyer argues, firms should increase their use of partnerships
with supplier and decrease their vertical integration and arms-length supplier relationships. He
notes that GM's former supplier policy was outdated. Instead of being a strategic advantage, it
actually served to be a "semi-disadvantage". Today, virtual integration is replacing vertical
integration.7 Therefore, a company's strategy toward supplier relationships will play a critical
role in its success or failure.
"The ultimate objective of global sourcing strategy is for the company to exploit its own
and its suppliers' competitive advantages and the comparative location advantages of various
countries in the global competition."8 It is well documented that purchasing is now a critical
competency requiring cross-functional collaboration. As Kotabe notes, companies historically
have competed on cost and delivery.9 But as sourcing has shifted from domestic to international
suppliers, the risk level is heightened due to distance, cultural differences, experience levels, etc.
Managers are thus investigating long-term commitments and partnerships to help hedge these
risks and share the financial burden. If outsourcing and supplier collaboration is done well, a
company, such as Toyota, or an industry, such as semiconductors, can benefit greatly from a
manufacturing and logistics point of view. However, it will be seen that not all companies and
industries share the same success. Developing and executing an effective plan is often difficult
and painful.
6 Beckman, Sara and Donald Rosenfield. Operations Strategy: Competing in the 21st Century.
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2007.
7 Dyer, Jeffrey. Collaborative Advantage. New York: Oxford University Press, 2000.23-26
8 Kotabe, Masaaki and Janet Murray. "Global sourcing strategy and sustainable competitive
advantage." Industrial Marketing Management 2004: 7-14.
9 Kotabe, Masaaki and Janet Murray. "Global sourcing strategy and sustainable competitive
advantage." Industrial Marketing Management 2004: 7-14.
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2.2 Aerospace Industry Overview & Sourcing Background
The aerospace industry is a slow clock speed industry and products have a life cycle of
over 30 years. Clock speed is defined as the rate an industry evolves based on product, process or
organizational change.'0 The aerospace industry is a global economic force, yet manufacturing
and aircraft sales are still dominated by the U.S. and Europe. In many ways, the power or
influence structure is dictated by the hierarchy of the industry, which is represented in Figure 1.
The figure also indicates the industry interaction. Players typically only interact with the level
above and below itself. For example, a jet engine manufacturer typically interacts with
airframers, other engine manufacturers, major sub-system suppliers, and tier-one suppliers.
Air-
Level - I framers
Engine System
Level - 2 Manufacturers /Major Sub-system
Suppliers
Level - 3 Tier-One Suppliers
Level - 4 Sub-tier Suppliers
Figure 1 - Basic Aerospace Supply Chain Pyramid"
Another key to the dynamic is that the aerospace industry and the jet engine market both
have a limited number of key players. A listing of major players can be seen in Table 1. This has
obvious effects on interaction as the products are not commodities, like semi-conductors, and the
14 Fine, C., Vardan, R., Pethick, R., & El-Hout, J. (2002, Winter). Rapid-Response Capability in
Value-Chain Design. MIT Sloan Management Review, 43 (2).
"Kary, Jason. Advanced aerospace procurement models with sensitivity analysis and optimized
demand allocation. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 2006.
barriers of entry are high. The high cost of development has prompted many of these players to
form collaborative ventures to reduce risk and investment into new technology. This produces a
complex web of competition where an ally on one engine is a competitor on another engine.
Therefore, protection of intellectual property is of critical importance as all players diligently
protect any competitive advantage.
Airframers: Boeing Airbus
Lockheed BAE
Engine Systems: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Engines
General Electric Aircraft Engines
Rolls Royce
Maior Sub-systems: Carlyle Group BAE Systems
Eaton Finemeccanica SpA
Hamilton Sundstrand Kohlbera Kravis Roberts
Goodrich Smiths Group
Harris Corporation Thales
Honeywell International Volvo Aero
Parker Hannifin Corporation Rockwell Collins
Table 1- Some Key Players in the Aerospace Industry"'1
Even though United Technologies Corporation has diversified investments in the
aerospace and commercial markets, this research will focus on the jet engine manufacturer, Pratt
& Whitney, as this is where the research was conducted. There are several players in the jet
engine market. However, there are three dominant players: General Electric, Pratt & Whitey, and
Rolls-Royce (in order of market share). Within the aerospace industry, there are typically three
categories of the business: commercial, military, and space. Figure 3 is a representation of the
breakdown. The commercial side typically has higher volumes, but since the deregulation of the
airline industry in the 1970s has become much more cost competitive. The military side is lower
12 U.S. Department of Commerce."U.S. Jet Transport Industry: Competition, Regulation, and
Global Market Factors Affecting U.S. Producers." Mar 2005. Jun 2009
<http://www.trade.gov/static/acrorptjet transport.pdf>.
13 Kary, Jason. Advanced aerospace procurement models with sensitivity analysis and optimized
demand allocation. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 2006.
volume, but is greatly beneficial for a company due to the amount of intellectual property (IP)
produced and the steadier volume compared to the commercial business. Space is a relatively
small part of the game. There is typically some, if not complete, intermingling of the two
businesses in terms of manufacturing. The U.S. government has restrictive conditions placed on
where military parts can be sourced and by whom they can be sourced. This can often cause
logistical difficulties in determining what international supplier can be utilized for parts.
Figure 3- U.S. Aerospace Industry Structure14
In the past, the aerospace industry has had limited exposure to manufacturing outside of
the United States. This has primarily stemmed from several reasons as explained by Bedier, et al.
The first reason is the high regulatory, quality, and safety requirements which produces high
1 Kary, Jason. Advanced aerospace procurement models with sensitivity analysis and optimized
demand allocation. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 2006.
barriers for entry. The second is the technology and monetary investment involved in producing
a jet engine. In general, aerospace is considered a slow clock speed industry and thus changes
take a long time to implement as some engine programs are in existence for over 30 years. The
technology used to produce a jet engine is complex and it takes a new manufacturer a long time to
gain the experience needed to be competitive. Another reason is the intimate bond between
commercial and military divisions and the restrictions imposed by military contracts as discussed
earlier. And a fourth reason is the relative low product volume and high customization required. 5
It makes it difficult for a new entrant to be successful. These reasons have kept the aerospace
manufacturing mainly in the United States. Even though global manufacturing has existed for
over 20 years, aerospace companies spend in the United States is approximately 80-100%.16
There is no doubt that the aerospace industry's push into emerging markets has been slow
and most experts note that "the industry's globalization remains in its infancy". 17 It is
documented that there has been increased expansion into the global arena in order to maintain
profitability as competition increases and globalization occurs.'" One main driver often cited is to
take advantage of lower-labor markets. However, this benefit is only temporary as the emerging
market develops and labor rates rise. The bigger driver is the potential for immense growth
prediction in markets such as China and India as the middle class grows and income levels rise.
" Bedier, Christophe, Maxence Vancauwenberghe and Wolff van Sintern. "The growing role of
emerging markets in aerospace." McKinsey Quarterly 2 (2008): 114-125.
16 "CAPS Research." 18 May 2007. CAPS Research: Aerospace & Defense Industry 2007 -
Supply Chain Performance Benchmarking Report. Jun 2009
<www.capsresearch.org/publications/pdfs-printed/Aero2007.pdf>.
17 Bedier, Christophe, Maxence Vancauwenberghe and Wolff van Sintern. "The growing role of
emerging markets in aerospace." McKinsey Quarterly 2 (2008): 114-125.
" Lee, Chan Yuin. Capturing Value in Outsourced Aerospace Supply Chains. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2008.
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Aerospace is currently one of, and will become even more so in the future, the most international
sectors. 19
2.3 Company Background
United Technologies Corporation, UTC, was originally a company called United Aircraft
which was founded in 1934 by the legislatively mandated break-up of a larger conglomerate at
the time. United Aircraft concentrated mainly in aerospace and the defense industries until the
1 970s. Up until this point, Pratt & Whitney, the main focus of this thesis, was a noticeable
majority of the corporation's earnings. By the end of the 1970s, UTC had diversified its portfolio
by acquiring commercial elevator and refrigeration companies. The two major parts of the
corporation today are aerospace and commercial. UTC prides itself on its diversified portfolio
which has allowed it to perform in most markets as the cycles of the different divisions often
balance each other. Today, UTC is comprised of seven major divisions: Carrier, Hamilton
Sundstrand, Otis, Pratt & Whitney, Sikorsky, UTC Fire & Security, and UTC Power. Pratt &
Whitney represented 22% of the corporation's revenues in 2008.
Pratt &Whitney was founded in 1925 and dominated aircraft engines in the 1930s with
piston-driven aircraft engines then maintained the position during the switch to jet engines in the
1950s. This position was upheld through production of various commercial (i.e. Boeing 747 and
757) engines and military engines. Competition and regulation drove the industry into
unchartered waters as once substantial margins ceased to exist. By the late 1980s, Pratt found
that it was passed by General Electric and lost its lead position. In many ways, the management
and employees at P&W had an epiphany that change was needed.20
19 Grover, Rishi. A Strategic Framework for establishing Aerospace value chains in Emerging
Markets. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 2008.
20 Pratt & Whitney - Company History. 16 July 2009.
<http://www.fundinguniverse.com/company-histories/Pratt-amp;-Whitney-Company-
History.html>
Due to the pressure to stay competitive, the company has had to since focus on
implementing lean practices and other strategies to survive. This has involved aggressively
pursing outsourcing and off shoring opportunities to move from a vertically integrated enterprise
to a virtually integrated one. In the late 1980s, the ratio of internal/external sourcing (make/buy
ratio) was about 80/20. Today, that ratio has changed so that the internal/external ratio is now
20/80 by shifting to a supply chain model. This has introduced shifts in cultural norms and work
practices. Even though the journey has lasted almost 20 years, most within the company would
say that there are still plenty of opportunities for improvement. An added stress is the aging
workforce on the brink of retirement. Management is presented with the challenge to transfer this
knowledge to younger employees. However, the outlook is not grim. Management and most in
the company are still optimistic that P&W will find a way to overcome these challenges and
utilize its strengths to design and delivery a product that its customer wants and needs. An
example of this focus on change is the implementation of UTC's continuous improvement
program, Achieving Competitive Excellence (ACE). This lean system is not only being
emphasized for use on the shop floor, but it being applied in all aspects and in every business
group within the company. In a world of uncertainty and change, P&W is another example of a
company where it is trying to balance its history and culture of 85 years and adapt to the new
global realities of doing business today to survive in the future.
2.4 History of Low Cost Sourcing at Pratt & Whitney
As an industry, aerospace has placed much emphasis on product costs due to increased
commodity and labor pricing, increased transportation costs, and customer-demanded reductions.
Researching other work done at UTC and peer companies, the concept of reducing price and
maximizing annual part savings to suffice management and shareholders is evident. There are
several ways to reduce costs. One commonly used practice is to utilize the supply chain model
and outsource production to suppliers. This enables a company to gain specialization and world-
class technology through a supplier, reduce operating costs and capital required, and allows a
company to focus on its core competencies rather than being spread too broadly. An added
benefit is that a company is able to share development risks with suppliers. However, the supply
chain model does introduce other risks such as quality and potential logistics issues with delivery
delays and stock-outs as the company no longer has full control of production.
In particular, the sourcing researched in this thesis focuses on lower-cost countries such
as China and India. It is no secret that all of the world governments and businesses are closely
watching developing countries as of late. In particular, the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India,
and China) are of particular focus. However, due to the military restrictions of the aerospace
industry, there has also been much focus on countries such as Israel, Poland, and Turkey due the
less restrictive nature of military manufacturing in these countries versus Russia or China.
Another benefit not often mentioned outside of lower labor costs is the increased footprint by
outsourcing to these countries. By establishing relationships with suppliers, and often joint-
ventures and partner agreements, a company like P&W is able to increase its presence within
growing markets at a reduced cost and in with short lead times. As the economies and demand of
these countries grow, local governments expect and demand economic benefits by requiring
manufacturing within it borders. There is no doubt that these development countries will become
formidable forces that cannot be ignored. Fostering and establishing relationships in these key
markets will be critical to any company's success.
Cost is typically a major concern for any corporation. The focus on cost has increased at
P&W as commodity prices have increased and customers continually pressure P&W to keep
product costs low. Therefore, P&W must closely monitor and control costs, including value-
added labor, which can be a large expense. In addition, there has been an increase in competition
as new players have entered the industry and existing players broaden their businesses to capture
more of the value chain. For example, P&W is expanding into other areas of the Aerospace
Supply Chain pyramid presented in Figure 1 by producing parts that Tier 1 suppliers may have
historically provided. All of these factors contribute to the increased focus on cost and delivering
maximum profits for the corporation.
Global Strategic Sourcing at Pratt & Whitney has existed in some form for decades. The
Canadian part of the P&W, Pratt Canada, has owned a joint venture (JV) in Poland for some time
P&W has also been involved in a JV in China for more than 10 years. Typically, the company
historically employed partner agreements with risk and reward sharing. Within the aerospace
industry, the total amount of international sourcing is still small, typically between 10-20%. It
has only been recently that there has been an aggressive push to increase this percentage as many
international suppliers offer lower labor costs as well as the increased global customer base with
increased air travel in developing countries. There are three main reasons that international
expansion is important. The first reason is the war on cost and attempt to make step changes in
part cost. Customers demand lower cost for new engines as well as lower prices for replacement
costs. As commodity and labor prices rise, companies must find ways to control costs. The war
on cost has been ongoing for years and there is always a strong emphasis on sustaining or
lowering product costs in not only aerospace, but all industries. The second reason is spectrum of
relationships with incumbent and domestic suppliers. Some relationships have prospered and
have evolved into highly collaborative partnerships. However, there are suppliers where the
relationship is strained due to various reasons such as disputes over pricing, quality issues, etc.
P&W has found that it sometimes finds that needs to find alternatives for these suppliers. And
with strained relationships, the cost to maintain these ties may be excessively high. In addition,
P&W has found that it sometimes only has one source for a part and this leaves it at a
disadvantage during contract negotiations. Therefore, low cost sourcing also provides the
company an ability to develop alternative suppliers, which in turn gives it more leverage in
contract negotiations moving forward with its supply base. The last reason, and probably most
important reason, has already been touched upon earlier about expanding the global footprint to
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take advantage of growth in emerging markets. A significant number of images and verbal
messages in the 2008 UTC annual report emphasize the global scope of the corporation, and in
particular in China. The management of UTC and P&W are setting its eyes on being successful
in these markets. Part of operating there means manufacturing and sourcing from these locations.
In addition, the greatest growth markets for jet engines is countries like India and China. There is
thus a push to invest heavily in these emerging markets as investing in the local economy will
help build relationships with the governments and corporations.
2.6 Addressing Supplier Risk
By embarking on supplier relationships, a company is always taking on additional risk as
it relinquishes some control of its supply chain to suppliers. In the late 1980s, Pratt & Whitney
still directly produced most of its parts. However in the past 20 years, P&W had made significant
changes to rely more on suppliers for production and has an array of relationships that range from
arms-length to highly collaborative relationships.
There is additional risk to relying on international, lower-cost suppliers. The main risk is
compromised quality, especially with new, unproven suppliers. P&W has mainly focused on
developing joint ventures and partnerships to mitigate this risk. With these stronger relationships,
P&W is incentivized to share its knowledge and has deeper access into production and inspection
procedures. However, in the future, P&W will also need to utilize some arms-length supplier
relationships as well. P&W has already learned how to segment its suppliers to mitigate this risk
through its experiences with domestic suppliers. Traditionally, more critical, complex parts are
awarded to partners to ensure quality and protection of intellectual property rights. P&W will
utilize this same methodology as it expands production internationally by utilizing its experience
with domestic suppliers in the past. In addition to quality risk, supply chain or logistics risk is
introduced, as there may be longer lead times for production and shipment and parts will be
moving in and out of more countries.
In addition to the two risks mentioned above, there is financial risk associated with
supplier relationships. P&W will perform due diligence to attempt to mitigate this risk.
However, most suppliers are not willing to share detailed information. The use of joint venture
and partnership relationships may help make financials more transparent. However, P&W will
need to closely monitor financial risks as relationships develop in the future and credit history is
gathered over time. Therefore, P&W will have to actively monitor and mitigate the additional
financial, quality, and supply chain risk introduced by developing more relationships with these
less established suppliers.
2.6 Organization of Strategic Sourcing within P&W
The P&W Strategic Sourcing group, as it currently exists now, was established in late
2007. The personnel were formally reporting to different organizations and physically located
throughout various parts of the facility. This new organization is tasked with transitioning work
from an incumbent supplier to the more strategic and potentially lower-cost regions. It should be
noted that this group is separate from the traditional purchasing organization of buyers who run
the day-to-day operations. This in itself has caused issues as the organizations find themselves in
silos, or lack of communication between different groups within the organization. However, the
problem has been recognized by upper management and is being addressed by promotion of
collaborative projects and decisions. There is no doubt that a new process is being established
and that the learning process is constantly changing the way things are done as roles and
responsibilities are being established.
Within the Strategic Sourcing group, there are two main groups: Program Management
(PM) and the Technical Team (TT). The program managers are charged with project
management and the strategic focus of transitions, working mainly on the front end process to
determine where parts are placed, and overseeing the project management throughout the process.
The Technical Team's role is mainly focused being tactical and on executing the transition itself.
Its main purpose is to provide guidance to the new suppliers to help bridge the technical gap that
the supplier may have and manages the process of gaining approvals from various stakeholders
until the new supplier is fully qualified and delivering parts. These two groups have faced
communication challenges as they are organizationally separated, report to different middle
managers, and were, until July 2009, located in two physically different locations. Much work is
being done by management to bridge these gaps and foster better communication. However, at
the time of this research, the strategic sourcing team suffered similar work process difficulties and
unclear roles and responsibilities as seen between purchasing and the sourcing team as each
worked in a silo, or slight isolation from other groups.
The reason for the separation, or slight isolation, of each group stems from the fact that
the skills needed for transitioning parts to new suppliers is not formally developed in the
organization. By concentrating the personnel together, the skill set will be developed and shared
amongst individuals with similar job functions. More than 50% of the organization has less than
2 years of experience in sourcing. By concentrating them within an organization, learning and
teaching by proximity occurs. If the personnel remained decentralized, each individual would
continue to struggle and could not easily access the necessary resources and/or knowledge. As
these competencies develop and roles and responsibilities are better defined, a change in
organizational structure can be considered. Skills development is necessary for the overall
Strategic Sourcing team as well as within the project management and technical groups.
It is widely accepted that the Strategic Sourcing group is still on a journey to maturity.
Outside of time, there are two activities in particular that will help aid this process. The first is
the development and implementation of a new Transition Standard Work (TSW). This is a
mapped and gated process with roles and responsibilities for all stakeholders in the transition
process. TSW will make the process clearer with instructions and expectations for all aspects of
the process. However, the current version of TSW has only been in place for a few months and is
constantly evolving and improving. With management support, TSW aids in ensuring that
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relevant stakeholders are engaged at the appropriate stages of the process. The second activity is
cross training of various members within the Strategic Sourcing group. Many of the technical
team has become involved in the program management side and vice versa. This helps members
of the organization understand the responsibilities and impact of others to the transition.
2.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter provides background information for the thesis research. First, a brief
summary of the widespread adoption of supply chain is explained in the past 20 years. The shift
from vertical integration to a supply base has many benefits such as risk sharing and
concentration of competencies. Then the slow-clock speed aerospace industry is introduced. In
particular, the history of international sourcing and how the dynamics of strong domestic
manufacturing preference in the past has impacted the industry. Then the company, UTC and
Pratt & Whitney, is discussed. Background is provided into the new sourcing organization that
was formed less than two years ago and the setting for the research and change is explained.
CHAPTER 3: ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN AND CHANGE
3.1 Basics of Organizational Design & Change
The structure of any organization affects the effectiveness of the organization to adapt
and execute work. 2 With large organizations, it must be recognized that organizational design is
not often something that can be changed easily. "Culture is so stable and difficult to change
because it represents the accumulated learning of a group-the ways of thinking, feeling, and
perceiving the world that have made the group successful."2 Pratt & Whitney, a company with
over 80 years of history, is an example where a strong company culture already exists and change
21 Klein, Janice A. True Change: How Outsiders on the Inside Get Things Done in Organizations.
Hoboken: Jossey-Bass, 2004.
22 Schein, Edgar H. The Corporate Culture Survival Guide. San Francisco: Josey-Bass
Publishers, 1999.
must happen within this structure. It is not to be said that the cultural norms cannot be changed.
However, these changes are a slow evolution through its more than 30,000 person workforce. As
an executive was quoted in True Change, "If you really want to, you can really make a difference.
But you have to understand the system. Then you have a chance to do what you really
want .... You just have to figure out how to do it within the system.2 3
A challenge is a perfect opportunity to introduce change. For P&W, this challenge is to
identify and expand to more strategic sources quickly. The organization is mandated to
significantly increase the number of strategic sourcing suppliers in two short years necessitating a
change in the way it works. It is during these types of challenges that the organization is often
most willing to try new ideas and processes.
As noted by Klein, as counterintuitive as it may be, the organization's culture is strength.
Culture is a "residue of past successes" Kotter recommends building on cultural strengths rather
than focusing on cultural elements that are weaknesses.24 It is a lever that must be utilized to
initiate change. However, change cannot be pushed completely from top management down.
There must be pockets of supporters, or insider-outsiders, who also believe in the change within
the organization to truly enable it to happen. The first step to change is to understand the
organization. Klein offers a framework to evaluate a corporation and will be discussed in the
next section.
P&W is a company where experience and authority are still highly valued. This may be
heavily influenced by the military affiliation as team leadership there often refers to people in
command showing the way. Therefore, a proposed change needs to be endorsed and supported
by either upper management and/or experienced, respected individuals within the organization.
23 Klein, Janice A. True Change: How Outsiders on the Inside Get Things Done in Organizations.
Hoboken: Jossey-Bass, 2004.
24 Kotter, John. A Sense of Urgency. Boston: Harvard Business Press, 2008.
25 Heifetz, Ronald. Leadership Without Easy Answers. Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1994.
The key to implement sustained change in this organization is to get this support and then prove
that the change works.
3.2 How to Approach Change at P&W
The culture of a company dictates how things get done and how information is spread. It
is essential to perform an analysis of the organizational interactions to facilitate change
management. However, it should also be noted that no two companies are exactly alike. Even
within a company, there may be distinctly different cultures between different groups or
departments. Therefore, it is imperative to perform this organization analysis to best understand
how to navigate company politics and increase the probability of producing true change.
P&W's culture unique in many respects, but it shares similarities with other large, long-
established, heavy industry companies like automakers. Using Klein's framework to analyze
P&W, the basis for legitimacy, relationships, and support must be understood in order for a
change agent, or insider-outsider, to make an impact. A synopsis of this framework is below:
Figure 4.1. Context for Pulling Change
Basis for legitimacy
Technocratic 0 B Experience Based
Basis for relationships
Lateral * Hierarchical
Basis for support
Merit : 0 Authorization
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The basis for legitimacy is based on either data or experience. Due to the bureaucratic
nature of P&W created by its history and military affiliation with the military, this pushes P&W
toward the experience-based side of the framework. P&W culture also heavily relies on personal
26 Klein, Janice A. True Change: How Outsiders on the Inside Get Things Done in Organizations.
Hoboken: Jossey-Bass, 2004.
networks to navigate the organization, thus supporting the conclusion that it is an experience-
based culture. Therefore, veterans and influential figures need to be sympathetic to the need for
change and support the proposal. By identifying the key people who have the reputation and pull
within the organization and gaining their support, a change will be considered and will gain
attention.
The basis for relationships is critical at P&W. P&W is a combination of the two
extremes of this spectrum. Networks are often the way information is disseminated within
organizations. Throughout several interviews and through observations at P&W, the most
effective way to get things done is through relationships. As in many large organizations, the use
of formal communication methods does not often yield desired results as people are busy and
their available time and attention is scarce. But the utilization of an informal connection through a
phone call or email will readily speed up a response or decision within P&W. It should be noted
relationships are an important way to get work accomplished in any large organization.
Therefore there is strong support for lateral basis for relationships. However, P&W also values
top-down initiatives. It has been observed on many occasions that decrees or requests from
management cause the organization to stop in its tracks and change direction. As a large
organization with military affiliation, this hierarchal basis for relationships is almost unavoidable.
Therefore support from management and influential people are both necessary to pull change.
The basis for support in P&W is focused more on authorization rather than merit for this
type of organization. Even if an idea proves itself useful, the support of an executive champion is
useful.27 This support is needed for both ideas and people. This support does not need to be from
an authority figure, but can be from an influential person. However, all ideas and proposals must
be sanctioned, as people do not want to "go out on a limb" or perform "unproductive work".
27 Klein, Janice A. True Change: How Outsiders on the Inside Get Things Done in Organizations.
Hoboken: Jossey-Bass, 2004.
Therefore, the right people must show support of an idea for the organization to feel that it is
worth working on.
In conclusion, the need for change in P&W comes from finding the right people to
support an idea to give it legitimacy and direction. In addition, the "right people" can provide
access to lines of communication that would otherwise be difficult to transverse. During an
interview, it was noted that newcomers to the organization are like a small gear spinning quickly.
As it tries to engage with the big gear, P&W, it finds itself in conflict with the slower moving
gear. Until the small gear adjusts to the speed of the big gear, it will be frustrated. In order to
make the big gear turn faster, mechanics need to be understood and legitimacy, relationships, and
support are all things that can add grease to the wheel to get it to turn faster.
3.3 Task At Hand at P&W
The change at P&W that needs to occur is a shift in the way that P&W works to help the
organization meet its international expansion goals. It is not so much the mechanics involved, but
the cultural acceptance that the current process does not work and that the organization can adopt
a new way to doing things successfully. P&W, like many other companies, often has the
mentality that "this is the way we always have done things." As Schein noted, companies have
shared mental models. There is no better or worse culture except "in relation to what the
organization is trying to do and what the environment in which it is operating allows."2 For
strategic sourcing in particular, it is accepting that the process to identify, plan, and implement
transitions can be done at a faster pace compared to the past. In particular, cross-functional
communication and collaboration is necessary to facilitate this change. Even though almost
everyone within the organization accepts this fact, actions do not reflect this belief Therefore,
28 Schein, Edgar H. The Corporate Culture Survival Guide. San Francisco: Josey-Bass Publishers,
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P&W is charged with the challenge to change the way things are done and to adopt this change
into standard practice.
3.4 Focal Point for Change
As stated in Section 3.1, a challenge that appears to be impossible to achieve is the
opportunity to introduce change. The strategic sourcing decree presents the organization with a
challenge to find new ways to do things. This type of challenge is often referred to in literature as
a "burning platform". As stressful as it may appear, Kotter notes that this "burning platform" or
need for change may actually be required as it forces complacent or change resistant companies
to act and adapt.2 9
Since the 1980s, Pratt & Whitney has experienced several of these "burning platforms"
causing it to change. The first was the need to abandon its tradition of vertical integration and
adopt the supply chain model to help focus its efforts and minimize costs. In addition, the
company had to adopt lean manufacturing and standard work to streamline processes. Most
interviewees note that P&W has learned and changed in many ways, but changing culture is not
easy. However, P&W needs to understand how these changes were implemented in the past to
understand how to implement a solution for the challenge at hand today.
3.5 Support from Case Studies
As discussed in this Chapter, it is noted that a clear understanding of the existing cultural
is essential before embarking on any change. The framework presented in True Change, can be
utilized to evaluate how to implement change necessary in the problem at P&W: changing the
way that things are done. As a summary of Section 3.2, gaining support from the "right" people
is the most important aspect of influencing change in P&W, an experience, hierarchical, and
authoritative organization. The effects of varying support from management and influential
29 Kotter, John. A Sense of Urgency. Boston: Harvard Business Press, 2008
people can be seen by discussing three case studies within the company which are discussed in
Chapter 4.
3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the idea of organization design and change is discussed. Specifically, the
framework offered by Klein in True Change is explained. The basics of the framework center on
evaluation of the basis for legitimacy, relationships, and support within an organization. As
discussed in literature sources, the first step of change is to understand the underlying culture and
how to go about proposing new change. From this chapter, it is seen that P&W is an experienced
and relationship-based organization. In order to evoke major change within the organization, it
needs a focal point for change with support from management and influential individuals to evoke
successful change.
CHAPTER 4- CASE STUDIES & ANALYSIS
New systems can be viewed as a way to implement change in a corporation. In this
chapter, three different types of change at Pratt & Whitney are discussed. These case studies will
help to explain why some initiatives take-off and are incorporated into the daily life of the
company while others remain a good idea with little traction on the road. As discussed in Chapter
3, it will be seen that the appropriate pulls of change are required to make change real.
4.1 Achieving Competitive Excellence (ACE)
As discussed in the Section 2.3, UTC and P&W was faced with the challenge to change
its old manufacturing style to the new lean thinking revolution. The aerospace industry has been
shielded from this pressure, as competition was limited to a small number of players. However,
this is changing as new competitors are entering the market and changing the rules of the game.
The corporation has adopted continuous improvement in pockets throughout the organization, but
concerted efforts to implement such a system were few in the past. This has been changing with
examples such as the program known as Achieving Competitive Excellence (ACE).
ACE is a continuous improvement and lean program is often referred to as UTC's
"operating system". The intention is for employees to work, live, and breathe the tenets of the
philosophy every day. UTC is dedicated to implementing lean across all of its business
processes, not just manufacturing. The system started at Pratt & Whitney in 1996 as a
combination of the effort to improve quality and productivity. As discussed in the Company
background, P&W recognized that it needed to change in the 1980s and realized that lean and
productivity were a requirement to survive. The system slowly gained support through
demonstrated improvements at the local level and management began to notice. By 1998, the
system's success reached corporate UTC. UTC executives then decided that the system should
be applied across the corporation by 2003. Since then, the priority of the system has been
highlighted in communication on all levels. It is so important that each person is expected to
have ACE on their annual performance goals. UTC has not only made the program internally
significant, but has communicated its important to market analysts. Every update involves
reporting on the progress toward the whole organization achieving the highest level of standing,
ACE Gold. In many ways, the acceptance and adoption of ACE is a change to be investigated as
a success story within the organization.
ACE is an example of how gaining support from management and influential people can
evoke change. The initiative started at Pratt & Whitney in 1996 was adopted by small groups of
cells first. Support from management grew and success was communicated and noticed at higher
and higher levels including executives in P&W that eventually became executives for UTC. It
slowly gained favor amongst the management by being presented through influential and
knowledgeable people until it became a corporate initiative in 2003. Today, ACE is a term used
often, if not daily, by most employees and its physical presence is apparent in every part of the
office and shops.
ACE is also an example of how the bureaucratic and hierarchal structure at P&W works.
It is doubtful that the system would have been implemented enterprise-wide without support from
the top down with milestones for the organization. Due to the silo nature of the corporation, the
transfer of the system from one division to the other would have been difficult and momentum
would have been difficult to gain. However, having influential people sell the concept to the
upper management, change was seen. The momentum was gained through various levels of
P&W with small successes. Then peers at the executive level communicated support and success
of the program to peers at other divisions and at the corporate level. Once these managers agreed
on the vision, the message was communicated back down to the lower levels of each division. In
many ways, due to the bureaucratic and decentralized nature of UTC, this was necessary to make
an enterprise-wide change. True change will have been implemented at the corporation as it
continues its journey from mid-20th century to 2 Is' century manufacturing when ACE becomes
part of every employee's daily work.
4.2 Supplier Evaluation Tool
The supplier evaluation tool, the purpose of this project, can be considered another
change within the P&W organization. As discussed in Section 2.4, sourcing to some strategic
countries is still in its infancy. In the past, a small group worked with the suppliers and there was
limited documentation of the capabilities of some suppliers. For example, reports written by
various personnel after a supplier visit were not stored in any central location and distribution was
not wide-spread. Sourcing decisions were sometimes made informally where some stakeholders
were consulted late in the decision-making process. In this informal process, decisions could be
made without an advanced gated process that included all stakeholders. Therefore, the input from
less experienced or soft-spoken members may not necessarily be heard or incorporated. This had
lead to some non-ideal decisions in the past and the organization has suffered. There are some
transition projects where the scope was not properly assessed upfront and the organization has to
struggle with resources to remedy the situation or has wasted time changing the sourcing
decision. Overall, the penalty for this ad-hoc, informal process has been significant as it has
resulted in frustration, confusion, and hours of rework and lost time.
It was recognized before this project that the process needed to be defined and
standardized. As the number of transitions increases, the problems associated with this informal
process will be exacerbated. Humans do not understand that they may be creating the instability
in itself.30 Stepping back and approaching the problem from a system-level view is sometimes
what is necessary to understand the problem. Previously, two key ingredients missing from
P&W's process were 1) documentation of the capabilities of suppliers; 2) qualitative data in the
sourcing decision making process. Further details of the tool are discussed in Chapter 6.
However, note that P&W, as an organization, needs to accept the need for change and find a way
to change the process to meet its needs. At the time of this writing, P&W was working to find
solutions to improve the process.
From the challenge presented to the organization from the CEO, sourcing personnel
recognize the need to do things differently. Through interviews, there are a plethora of comments
about miscommunication and a lack of understanding on how the process should work. The
development and implementation of Transition Standard Work (TSW) discussed in Section 2.5
helps. The success of TSW was accomplished by having a handful of advocates who recognized
the need and convinced management that the idea was worth investing in. Therefore, a team was
charged with the task and the process was implemented. This again further emphasizes the
framework and conclusions of Chapter 3 where support from management and influential people
is necessary to successfully make a change.
The supplier selection process is probably the least developed part of TSW. For various
reasons, no clear process was ever defined. As projects grew in size and scope, the need for
30 Senge, Peter. The Fifth Discipline: The art and practice of the learning organization. New
York: Doubleday Currency, 1990.
timely and accurate supplier and technical information increased. Additionally, the need to make
decisions quickly to develop a process to incorporate all pertinent inputs became apparent. The
concept of a supplier evaluation tool was founded to help collect information about the suppliers
and provide qualitative, consistent, and objective data to the team. In a world of limited resources
and time, this streamlines the data collection process and allows for the focus to shift to the
analysis of the decision.
However, throughout the design and development of the supplier evaluation tool, it has
been difficult to gain the dedication of the group. There is an overall cursory support of the tool,
but it has been difficult to get concrete help as the project is viewed as "lower" on the priority list.
The project not been advocated by members of the organization whose opinions "carry weight".
In addition, management has expressed support, but the advocacy has been limited. These two
points have resulted in lack luster support of the tool. In retrospect, if support from these two
parties was gained and vocalized at the beginning, theory and the past experience indicates that
the progress of the project would have been expedited. It should also be noted that with the
support of management and a few influential people there has at least been notable progress,
albeit slow, toward the direction of change.
4.3 Corporate Collaboration Project
The last case study looks at an internal example of where change has thus far failed to
occur. UTC prides itself on its decentralized organization of its divisions. This means that each
of its divisions runs its own P&L, has its own strong divisional culture, and some may say run as
separate companies. Corporate UTC remains very small and typically only engages in areas
where sharing or greater economics of scale benefits the whole like travel services. However,
many years ago, UTC recognized that its aerospace divisions, roughly 40% of its revenue, could
benefit from sharing information about international suppliers. As stated in Chapter 2, the
aerospace industry internationally is still in its infancy. One division may have discovered a
promising supplier that could benefit its sister divisions. Therefore, a corporate collaboration
project was launched to aid in this endeavor. One of the desired outputs was the sharing of
information about suppliers that each division worked with and identification of suppliers that
may be promising to one if not all of the divisions.
As with the other case studies discussed in this chapter, this was a change that most in the
organization would agree was a good idea. However, the impact of this group has been limited
and the visibility of the group has been minimal with divisional sourcing and purchasing
personnel. In many ways, the group has not clearly conveyed its mission to the divisions. From
interviews, some sourcing managers were not even aware that this group existed even though the
mission of the group was to help them do their job.
Despite elevated priority from the 2012 goal, the group made slow progress in the six
months of this research. An attempt was made to rectify this situation by gathering a group of
representative stakeholders to brainstorm how to improve the situation in May 2009. Momentum
and excitement was built at this meeting as participants saw the value of collaboration. However,
in less than a month, the focus group members had lost connection with the cause and work
stagnated. The corporate group failed to maintain interest from divisional management and
influential people. In the past, no emphasis was given to the divisions to work with the corporate
group. The group did not receive much response to requests for input and realized that it needed
to work with divisional management to advertise its mission, elevate its importance, and convince
divisions to engage. Until the key divisional people see value and voice support for the project,
progress will be slow or non-existent as discussed in Section 3.2.
At the end of the internship, corporate management began to emphasize the main goals
for the group. With this support and funding, the corporate group was able to successfully launch
an IT project to consolidate infornation about suppliers with some support and input from the
divisions. At the time of publication, an initial system was launched. Thus, the support of
management was able to evoke the change to work as a corporation rather than as a division.
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4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, three case studies of organizational change within P&W are discussed. It
is clear that a focal point or reason for change is always necessary. However, the first step to the
change process is evaluating the existing culture and understanding how it works. As discussed
in Chapter 3, support from management and influential people is necessary for successful change
within P&W. The level of management and "key" support varied in the three cases presented and
the success of the cases were drastically different. The first case of ACE with strong support has
yielded results and is becoming part of daily work. On the other hand, the UTC collaboration
case has limited support and has struggled for years.
CHAPTER 5- DEVELOPING A SUPPLIER EVALUATION TOOL
5.1 Making Decisions in the Past
The P&W process for sourcing decisions has never been documented. The method
previously used at P&W involved an undefined process where a sourcing manager, purchasing
manager, and executive would communicate about a specific list of parts and some suppliers to
make a decision. A pictorial representation of the old process is below.
Figure 6- Old Sourcing Process
Many companies suffer from a sourcing process that was haphazard and ad-hoc at best as
it learned by doing." As noted previously, there was no strict gated process to approve decisions.
However, it should be noted that P&W never compromised quality and/or export requirements
and followed its procurement manual. The sourcing organization before 2007 was not even a
formal structure. Since then, roles and responsibilities are being defined and clarified.
"Veterans" are accustomed to "just getting the job done" and are frustrated by the attempt to
place rules around things that used to be "easy to do". However, no one, including "veterans",
claims that the process was perfect. There are countless stories of miscommunication and
confusion. With more players and actors in the process, these problems are only exacerbated. An
added stress to this situation is that the sourcing organization now does not have time to fix
problems and new members do not know where to find the resources. The group is tasked with
aggressive timelines and is under the scrutiny of many within the company. Some of this scrutiny
stems from headcount and resources that has been shifted away from other groups to strategic
sourcing to support the effort.
Organizations are faced with challenges on a daily basis and often fire fighting methods
are used to mitigate them. However, time will come when there will not be enough resources to
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put band-aids on the situation and the challenge will become "the important one". 2 In this case,
the sourcing decision process was not effective and sourcing managers had always found a way to
get the work done. Now, with the magnitude and accelerated pace of the sourcing challenge, the
source selection process must change since fire fighting methods are no longer acceptable to meet
the business objectives. The organization now realizes that sometimes the suboptimal decision
was made.
Now that it is clear that a process is required, the next question is why the data was
inaccurate or incorrect. As noted in Section 2.5, there is no designated location for information
about suppliers. Instead, the organization relied on specific personnel to understand the supplier
(both work practices and capabilities). Therefore, in a meeting, certain sourcing managers would
lobby for work to be placed into certain suppliers. As one can imagine, this introduced
subjectivity into the process. Credibility, experience, personalities, etc. all influence the weight of
a person's argument or support for one supplier. There were examples where senior or powerful
managers could influence the group within certain boundaries. As Chang noted in her work at
Honeywell, low cost sourcing decisions should not be made by emotions and/or objectives alone,
but should consider other risk factors involved.3 3 Instead, "fact-based management means
effective decisions are based on analysis of data and infornation rather than guesses or gut
feelings."34 P&W needed to break this cycle of behavior in order to fix the process. Cost is not
the only driver for decisions. The need to place projects into certain countries for strategic
reasons also influences the final decision, hence subjectivity is introduced into the decision-
making process.
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For organization to accept change, it must first realize that the current system does not
work. "Socialization processes can easily keep people from being able to step back and be
objective about why they do what they do. New employees are schooled in the company's
standard operating procedures soon assume that is the way that the world works." " A catalyst
for the realization that P&W needed to change this process was by the introduction of new
members at an impressive speed. Since 2007, the organization has grown from a handful to
almost 40 in number. Past behaviors are being challenged and a strong desire for improvement
became evident, as newer members were frustrated. As noted by Klein, personalities of people
directly involved can influence behavior and provides resistance to change.36 This is especially
true with some members who are "veterans" are resistant to a new way of doing things. The
management has been working to change this mentality. At the time of this writing, a majority of
the organization wants the change. However, wanting a change is not enough. The organization
must act and work toward a change.
5.2 Reasoning for Supplier Evaluation
As literature states, "a company must identify, evaluate, rank, and manage its supply risk
to thrive in today's economy." 37 There is no argument that a company needs to fully understand a
situation before signing the agreement with new suppliers or engaging in more work with existing
supplier. Especially with the financial crisis of 2008, it is imperative to understand whether a
supplier is viable and reliability in the foreseeable future. A company also needs to understand if
a supplier can perform reliably against its standards for quality, logistics, cost, and
3 Klein, Janice A. True Change: How Outsiders on the Inside Get Things Done in Organizations.
Hoboken: Jossey-Bass, 2004.33
36 Klein, Janice A. True Change: How Outsiders on the Inside Get Things Done in Organizations.
Hoboken: Jossey-Bass, 2004.46.
37 Singa, Pankaj Raj, Larry E. Whitman and Don Malzahn. "Methodology to mitigate supplier
risk in an aerospace supply chain." Supply Chain Management 9.2 (2004): 154-168.
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innovativeness.3 1 Working with suppliers does bear cost in terms of developing and maintaining
the relationship. Resources, such as money and time, are required to make the relationship work
and thus the decision should be strategic and well-informed. In addition to resources, the cost of
poor quality is estimated to be an average or 10-25 percent of sales, with cost of poor supplier
quality being 25-70 percent of this.39 With the cost of expensive raw materials in the aerospace
industry, the cost of a mistake and scrapping of a part is always significant.
One noticeable benefit of supplier evaluations is a clear understanding of where the
supplier stands with the task at hand. As Gordon mentions, supplier development is defined as "a
systematic effort to create and maintain a network of competent suppliers, and to improve various
supplier capabilities that are necessary for the purchasing organization to meet its competitive
challenges." 40 It is rare that an aerospace company will find a supplier who can instantly take a
list of parts and produce it perfectly. Even with experienced suppliers, some guidance is needed.
According to Kotabe and Murray, studies have shown that where to source seems less important
than how to source due to operational issues that have occurred in the past. 4 A sourcing
manager is trying to identify the supplier that best fits the purposes of the project and then must
identify a plan to bridge the gaps that are identified. The supplier evaluation is critical to
providing this input early in the process.
Buyer-supplier relationships are critical to success for both sides and are unique to each
circumstance. An important criterion for supplier selection is supplier willingness to integrate,
38 Beckman, Sara and Donald Rosenfield. Operations Strategy: Competing in the 21st Century.
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2007. 221.
39 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
Publishing, 2008.201.
40 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
Publishing, 2008.
41 Kotabe, Masaaki and Janet Murray. "Global sourcing strategy and sustainable competitive
advantage." Industrial Marketing Management 2004: 7-14.
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share knowledge, and invest financially.42 As supply chain management moves toward more
integrated relationships and away from arms-length relationships, a willingness to work together
is priceless. Expectations also need to be set. Supplier evaluations can be used a method to start
conversations about what is expected to do business with the company. This is especially true for
young, international suppliers with limited experience with large multinationals and/or the
industry. "When evaluators were assessing the amount and type of technology required, it was not
sufficient for the suppliers to have their own version of the "system" in place; the suppliers had to
have "the" system as deemed appropriate by the customer." 4 Supplier evaluations help to assess
all of these "soft" issues in addition to the data.
The argument for a supplier evaluation is strong. Literature also notes "selection of
suppliers is one of the most important aspects that a firm must incorporate into their strategic
processes."44 Often the determination of how is do something is where organizations fails. "For
true change to occur, the procedures and routines, both formal and informal, must be revamped"
to properly reflect the new change. 45 Therefore, in addition to gaining support for the idea, it is
essential to develop and document the process and tools to be used in the new way to make
sourcing decisions.
5.3 Journey at Pratt & Whitney
As mentioned, the Strategic Sourcing group has only existed for less than two years and
is evolving. As part of this evolution, the need to develop a supplier evaluation process was
identified. P&W thus partnered with MIT Leaders for Global Operations program on this project.
42 Mroczkowski, Victor A. Integrated Decision Support Model for Global Sourcing.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2008.
43 Purdy, Lyn, Unni Astad and Frank Safenyeni. "Perceived effectiveness of the automotive
supplier evaluation process." International Journal of Operations & Production 1994: 91.
44 Chan, Felix, et al. "Global supplier selection: a fuzzy-AHP approach." International Journal of
Production Research 15 July 2008: 3825-3857.
45 Klein, Janice A. True Change: How Outsiders on the Inside Get Things Done in Organizations.
Hoboken: Jossey-Bass, 2004.
The project was initiated in June 2008 with the first intern, Drew Corum. 4 6 Corum worked to
define the specifics of the project from a blank piece of paper. In his seven month internship, he
was able to develop a questionnaire and process to meet the needs of the organization. The
research of this thesis was then started and lasted another six months. The intent of the second
half of the project was to finish development and then implement the process. The intent of this
section is to explain the vision and methodology of the project as whole throughout the one year
journey.
5.3.1 Overall Vision
As suggested from sourcing work at Boeing, "a tool should be useful for decision makers
to clearly recognize and understand the reasons for each sourcing alternative." 4 7 This was the
intent of the project at P&W. Below is a pictorial representation of the strategic sourcing tool.
Technical Assessment
to Source
Allo
Suppliers
Database of
Evaluation Potential
Process val uations Populate Suppliers
Supplier Database
Output:
Quantitative, Consistent Data
Reports_-
Figure 7-Future State Map
46 Corum, Andrew. Design and Development of a Supplier Evaluation Process. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2009.
47 Mroczkowski, Victor A. Integrated Decision Support Model for Global Sourcing.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2008.
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The figure helps to explain the intent of how the parts of the system interact. First,
looking on the left side of the system, supplier data is collected and stored for future use. In the
past, supplier information was disjointed in email and trip report files. The new system places the
information in a centralized location. Both operational or business competencies (such as quality,
logistics, experience, etc) and technical capabilities are recorded. Directly from this information,
a "business" system evaluation can be seen through the supplier summary report.
On the right side of the figure, the connection is made between the capabilities of the
supplier and the needs of P&W so a sourcing manager can see if a supplier has the technical
knowledge necessary to deliver. For each set of parts to be moved, technical requirements are
specified. A supplier must be able to meet all of the requirements in order to successfully
produce this set of parts. A supplier's documented capabilities (from the supplier evaluation) are
then compared to these requirements. A supplier capability report and comparison report
between the selected suppliers then allows the sourcing manager to see gaps and risks if the
project if work was awarded to specific suppliers.
The overall goal of the tool is to provide guidance and data for the sourcing decision. It
is not expected that the tool will output the final answer. There are other factors to be considered,
most notably strategic reasoning for pursing a new supplier and/or region. However, the goal is
that the data will force the decision makers to evaluate the risks and gaps associated with each
option. An added benefit is the use of this information to help support planning and allocation of
resources for the project.
5.3.2 Research Methodology for Supplier Evaluation Development
The DIVE method, a tool in the ACE system, was utilized for the development of this
project. A pictorial representation is shown below with a brief summary of each step,
Define - Define project
- Determine current state strategic sourcing process
Investigate - Benchmark supplier evaluation "best practices"
- Create future state supplier evaluation process vision
Verify - Meetings with stakeholders
- Field trials
- Team evaluation of querylevaluation tool results
- Incorporate into Transition Standard Work
Figure 8- DIVE methodology48
In Corum's work, the project focused on the Define and Investigate phases. Through
interviews and evaluating the business needs of the organization, the scope of the project was
defined. The first step of the Investigate phase was performed through benchmarking where
different tools were gathered and assessed. The best and most useful aspects of these tools were
then incorporated into the project. The tool was then "designed". In addition to the overall
design discussed in the previous section, the specific physical tools were developed: Supplier
Evaluation Questionnaire and Part Matching Algorithn.
The second part of the project and research mainly covered the Verify and Ensure steps
of the DIVE process. The beta version of the supplier evaluation tool was deployed for
widespread use in the Strategic Sourcing group to gather data and user input and
recommendations. After data was submitted, interviews were conducted to understand what
improvements could be made and perceptions toward the tool. Further design modifications were
made from this feedback. A second step of the verify step was to run case studies to validate that
the accuracy of the qualitative data. In addition, the information technology (IT) solution was
launched for scalability and data integrity purposes. With the Excel sheets, the information was
susceptible to corruption and confusion with an ever-increasing number of evaluations. An
4 United Technologies Corporation. Achieving Competitive Excellence System.
Access database was created to house the supplier infonnation and the automated part matching
of the system. In addition, documentation, such as a user manual and work instructions, was
written and incorporated into standard work so that the process could be documented to complete
the Ensure phase of the methodology.
5.4 Tactical Approach for Research
5.4.1 Interviews
According to Beckhard and Harris49, change management involves defining the future,
assessing the present, and managing the transition. Therefore, this research began with
interviewing customers to understand the present as well as their hopes for the future of the
supplier selection process. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, culture matters. Without
understanding the operative cultural forces, there may be unseen consequences. 50 These
interviews were of particular interest as the intentions of the people within the organization were
revealed. There were supporters and roadblocks. However, a majority of people expressed the
desire for change. Many could not express what the future process would look like, but there was
an acknowledgement that the present was non-ideal and an openness to try something new in
hopes of improvement.
When taking over the project, it was realized that many key stakeholders were not
aligned or there was a varied understanding of the tool development. As suggested in literature,
one cannot simply think support for a new idea is easily gained. Instead, a change agent must
help an organization come to understand and believe in the need for change by understanding
assumptions and concerns of the organization and directly addressing them. Therefore, initial
interviews at the beginning of the research were critical to understand how to "sell" the tool to
49 Beckhard, Richard and Rueben T. Harris. Organizational Transitions. Redding: Addison-
Wesley, 1987.
so Schein, Edgar H. The Corporate Culture Survival Guide. San Francisco: Josey-Bass Publishers,
1999.120.
each stakeholder and to understand the cultural dynamics.' It was important that the tool was not
seen as a "pet project" that will go away. It needed to be sold as real strategic change. 2 Through
interviews, it was evident that the objectives for the program managers were different than the
technical team members. Each was excited about the functionality that would most aid in their
respective work responsibilities. It should be noted that almost every one of the interviewees saw
benefit which is a critical ingredient for implementing change.
Input from the organization was also used to determine the importance of evaluation
categories. As part of the business evaluation, there are several categories (experience, logistics,
quality, etc.) discussed in Section 6.1. Each organization values these categories differently as it
is unique to the organization and its processes. The weighting for each category into the overall
score was determined by surveying different functions of the source selection decision
(commodity, quality, materials, etc) and asking them to weight the categories as they saw fit. The
inputs were then averaged across the survey respondents and used as weighting in the tool.
As Henkle mentions in her work with Honeywell that the "more effective way to get
weights would be via a team with members across several areas to gain a broad perspective."5
Different companies have elected to evaluate suppliers have utilizing this type of multi-variable
survey. Two examples can be seen in the projects by Henkle and Feller.54'5 It was important to
incorporate the qualitative and quantitative input of the different functions within the
organization. A commonly used tool is based on multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT), which is
5 Schein, Edgar H. The Corporate Culture Survival Guide. San Francisco: Josey-Bass Publishers,
1999
52 Klein, Janice A. True Change: How Outsiders on the Inside Get Things Done in Organizations.
Hoboken: Jossey-Bass, 2004.
5 Henkle, Aimee L. Global Supply Chain Design and Optimization Methodology. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2004.
54 Feller, Brian. Development of a Total Landed Cost and Risk Analysis Model for Global
Strategic Sourcing, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 2008.
" Henkle, Aimee L. Global Supply Chain Design and Optimization Methodology. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2004.
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considered a "scientific" approach to decision making." MAUT is based upon determining what
is important, applying relative importance or weights on each criterion, and then evaluating how
each alternative performs against guidelines. The Supplier Evaluation Tool designed by Corum
was based upon this methodology. 57
5.4.2 Listening to & Thinking of the Customer
Interviews were also used to gain feedback from the customer. With any system, a
designer can believe they have the best system, but it is the customer and user who validate or
correct this belief. Therefore, the Beta version of the questionnaire was sent out to all Strategic
Sourcing members to 1) allow the users to test the tool and 2) to obtain the initial data population
for database. After each person completed an evaluation, a post-use interview was conducted to
collect feedback and suggestions. As was stated earlier, the questionnaire was well received.
However, some conflicting comments were received concerning too much or not enough detail,
and too long or too short. Compromises to the questions were made to accommodate the average
user. Questions were added, delete, and modified accordingly, however, the basic design of the
questionnaire remained intact.
The original design of the tool was 81 business questions and a technical questionnaire.
The intention was to have a P&W employee complete the survey as to have validated responses.
The business section is based on numerical scores from one to five. An explanation for the
scoring is provided to allow the responses to be more consistent and quantitative. The technical
portion of the tool documents the technical competencies possessed by the supplier. Then the tool
evaluates what percentage of technical requirements the supplier can meet, but weights all
technical requirements equally. The intention was for the tool to be used as a guide, but was
56 Donald Olson, Olson's Home Page, 9 2 2010 <www.ait.unl.edu/dolson/mcdm.ppt >.
57 Corum, Andrew. Design and Development of a Supplier Evaluation Process. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2009.
never intended to be used as a final decision. Corporate strategy is not incorporated into the tool
due to the sensitivity and timeliness of the information. The intention was for a group of sourcing
managers to use the numerical scores from the tool as an objective input, but that the sourcing
managers would make the decision.
The first trial of the tool revealed three improvements in the tool. The first being
language. User feedback indicated that one option to deploy the system would be to allow the
supplier to provide the initial responses so that information would be obtained more quickly
rather than waiting for a P&W employee to physically visit the site. The language needed to be
changed slightly to reflect the international, non-native English speaking, non-UTC demographic
of low cost suppliers. This reinforced literature recommendation that questions must be clear and
concise. 58
The second improvement for the questionnaire involved survey length. The sheer length
of the questionnaire can adversely impact participation.5'9 From user feedback, user fatigue was
often mentioned when filling out the survey. From the interviews, priority was placed on the
technical portion of the questionnaire due to strategic and operational concerns of the company.
As discussed in Section 2.2., the international aerospace technical competency is still limited, but
of critical importance for companies like P&W. Therefore, fully understanding the guidance and
resources required to develop a supplier is critical at this stage. Sourcing personnel commented
in interviews that the business aspects were easier to teach to a supplier, but the technical
knowledge was often more critical.
With this knowledge, the business assessment questions were divided into two categories
based on what P&W's intended relationship would be with the supplier. The questions were
categorized through a meeting with experienced members. The criterion used was to separate the
58 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
Publishing, 2008.106.
5 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
Publishing, 2008.106.
questions into criticality: Which ones needed to be answered immediately at the initial visit and
which ones could wait until a second or third visit? From the meeting, the group determined 25%
of the questions fell into the high priority group and mainly focused on experience, logistics &
delivery, and capacity. In addition to address user fatigue, it addresses the concern in literature
that a flexible evaluation process for different types of suppliers (varying levels) is required. 60
Additionally, changes were made to the technical part of the project due to customer feedback.
Specifics will be discussed in Section 6.3.
The third major improvement pertains to the completeness of a technical evaluation. Due
to the systems at P&W, there is internal, undocumented knowledge missed when relying solely
on blueprint and quality specifications. This mainly pertains to manufacturing prowess. In the
current systems, there is no easy way to access this information. Therefore, a "user-defined"
specification is introduced as a stop-gap measure. In order for the importance to be raised, this
"user-defined" specification which encompasses basic manufacturing requirements was populated
from input from experienced operations personnel for major part groupings and will be a third
score provided to the user. The details of this will be discussed in Chapter 6 when the overall
system is explained further.
As seen in this section, interviews and focus group testing is critical in development of
any supplier evaluation system. Continuous improvement is a goal at P&W. It is expected that
the process will continually improve and a key input into this cycle is feedback from the user
about what both works well and poorly.
60 Purdy, Lyn, Unni Astad and Frank Safenyeni. "Perceived effectiveness of the automotive
supplier evaluation process." International Journal of Operations & Production 1994: 91.
5.4.3 Validation of Results
"Unclear surveys may result in respondents abandoning the process. Also the results may
be less useful."6 Therefore, it was imperative to run case studies to validate the results of the
tool. The first case studies are discussed in Corum's research.62 However, more case studies
were performed to continue validation of the system. This was imperative with the modifications
and introduction of the third part of the project, evaluation of basic technical capabilities, was
newly added in order to validate the new system. Data from current, domestic supplier was also
utilized in the validation. This also addresses concerns from the users about how incumbent
suppliers would perform in the evaluation and would provide a point of reference for users to
better understand how to interpret the scores from the tool. The case studies are not specifically
part of the tool, but part of the due diligence to guarantee that the tool produces useful,
quantitative data that can be used by the organization. Discussion of the case studies is discussed
in Chapter 6.
5.5 Chapter Summary
Supplier evaluations are beneficial and necessary. However, as discussed in this chapter,
there are many aspects that must be considered in the design. This chapter delves into the overall
vision and methodology utilized by Corum in his research. This involves interviewing and
understanding the needs of the organization, then designing a system to meet these needs, and
using a continuous improvement process to ensure the system is robust and relevant. In addition,
a tactical approach needs to be developed for any project. For this research, interviews and
customer feedback was essential to success.
61 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
Publishing, 2008.106.
62 Corum, Andrew. Design and Development of a Supplier Evaluation Process. Massachusetts
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CHAPTER 6- HOW THE TOOL WORKS AND HOW IT WAS IMPROVED
6.0 Basis and Basics of the Tool
Companies should consider many facets, not just cost, in developing viable global
sourcing strategies and in selecting suppliers. These facets include willingness of the supplier to
collaborate with the company, political stability, logistics systems, and quality.63 Corum noted
that a common mistake is to evaluate suppliers in a few specific areas and thus created an
evaluation that consisted of 8 categories across business and technical areas.64 The tool was
designed so that input from other groups (i.e. quality, purchasing, etc) could also be incorporated
as various P&W personnel visited the supplier. As Gordon suggests, the supplier evaluation
should be a cross-functional activity where sourcing is the focal point for the supplier
relationship, but other interested parties and stakeholders should be involved. 65
6.1 Supplier Evaluation
Up until this point, discussion has mainly been theoretical and strategic. In this section, the
specifics of the tool are discussed. The intent was to provide consistent documentation of
supplier visits and information. The questionnaire consists of two portions: business and
technical. The part labeled "business" refers to the operation of the company whereas the
technical portion asks specific questions about the technical capabilities of the supplier.
The business portion of the supplier evaluation consists of 7 categories totaling 81 questions:
- Experience
e Environmental, Health, and Safety
* Logistics and Delivery
* Quality
* Operations
63 Kotabe, Masaaki and Janet Murray. "Global sourcing strategy and sustainable competitive
advantage." Industrial Marketing Management 2004: 7-14.
64 Corum, Andrew. Design and Development of a Supplier Evaluation Process. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2009.
65 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
Publishing, 2008.37.
e Communication / Systems
- Financial Risk
As discussed earlier, these answers to the questions in these categories are generally qualitative.
However, Corum designed the system to be quantitative by introducing a scoring system of one to
five for each question. He then provided a descriptive explanation for each score to provide
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consistent answers between different evaluators thus making the evaluation more quantitative.
As mentioned in Section 5.4, feedback from trials and interviews were critical for development as
the experience of each sourcing member added a different perspective. In addition, the biggest
difference was the categorization of questions into priority 1 and 2 questions to address user-
fatigue comments. Even though understanding the supplier's operational system is important, the
understanding of a supplier's technical competency is an absolutely critical input into making a
sourcing decision for aerospace manufacturers. Screenshots of the supplier evaluation can be
seen Appendix A through E. Additional detail can be found in Corum's thesis.67
6.2 Technical Evaluation
Within the survey, there are also extensive questions about the technical experience of the
supplier. The technical portion consists of 16 technical categories. The primary level questions
involve whether the supplier has knowledge and capability for each category. A sample of these
categories is listed below:
- Assembly
* Castings
- Composites
- Machining
e Heat Treatment
- Surface Treatment
66 Corum, Andrew. Design and Development of a Supplier Evaluation Process. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2009.
67 Corum, Andrew. Design and Development of a Supplier Evaluation Process. Massachusetts
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Within each of these categories, more details in the form of secondary-and tertiary-level
questions are also asked to document what the supplier can do. The questionnaire also asks about
the supplier's experience with different materials, such as titanium, aluminum, and nickel, and the
size of part it has worked with. This is important for P&W as they build large jet engines and
the parts may be 36" or greater in diameter which requires specialized skills compared to
automotive or smaller jet engine parts. This technical information is then used in the part
matching tools described later in Section 6.2.
6.3 Technical Competence & Part Matching
From interviews, technical competence was identified as an improvement opportunity in
the source selection process. In the past, the decision making process was dependent on the
technical proficiency of the sourcing personnel tasked to determine the capabilities needed to
manufacture a basket of parts. This posed a risk as the appropriate people may not be involved to
make an informed decision of gaps and risks associated with a supplier. To address this concern,
a portion of the supplier evaluation tool allows the user to calculate a technical competence score
for the specified basket of parts.
The part matching portion is based upon gathering a list of technical capabilities required
to make parts and then assessing the percentage that each supplier was able to meet. The main
output of part matching was a list of capabilities required, a gap analysis of capabilities the
supplier did not possess, and a numerical score for decision makers to quickly compare several
suppliers. The first version of the tool gathered specifications from P&W's various electronic
databases. However, from customer interviews, it was discovered that these electronic resources
missed basic manufacturing requirements. Unfortunately, there is no easy method to gather this
information outside of interviewing experience manufacturing personnel.
To address this concern, interviews were used to document basic manufacturing
capabilities required to produce general categories of parts such as blades and shafts. The user
can then go and create a "basic manufacturing score" for suppliers by specifying the category.
For added flexibility, a "user-defined" option is also provided in case there is a special case
and/or missing category. The decision was to make this a third score on the report so that the
importance of the basic versus specialized technical requirements was differentiated. Here is a
summary of the scores that result from the tool:
e Business supplier score
e Specialized Manufacturing Capability Score (from electronic databases)
* Basic Manufacturing Capability Score
With the addition of this functionality, users believe that the tool can provide an acceptable high-
level evaluation of a supplier for a basket of parts to help make sourcing decisions.
6.4 Supplier Evaluation Scoring
In summary, the tool has the ability to give the user three scores for a supplier for each basket
of parts:
* Business supplier score
e Specialized Manufacturing Capability Score (from electronic databases)
- Basic Manufacturing Capability Score
An example can be seen below. This data shall be used a quantitative input into the sourcing
decision process. It should be noted that these scores are only guidance to the decision making
process. Many other aspects, most notably strategic issues, should also be considered when
selecting suppliers to be considered. The first reason that a strategic score was not included was
due to the sensitive information involved. The tool would be available to many people within the
organization and management did not feel comfortable giving access to strategy to all parties. In
addition, the strategic initiatives could change quickly. Incorporation of a strategic score would
introduce the possibility of inaccurate or out-dated information for a critical variable. Thus, for
these two main reasons, strategy was not included as a category for the tool. An example of the
output scores is seen in Table 3.
Score
Specialized Basic
Supplier Business Technical Technical
LCS A 39% 54% 91%
LCS B 33% 0% 41%
Domestic A 92% 62% 97%
Table 3 - Example of Report
There is concern about the use of the scorecard because it is often taken at face value
without further investigation. However, it has been actively communicated that the overall score
needs to be investigated further to understand whether the supplier is weak in all areas or just one.
That is the purpose of having the overall and category scores on the same report. The scorecard's
ultimate purpose is to find opportunities for improvement. 68 The goal is to utilize the face-to-
face meeting time to discuss strategy and reasoning for decisions and to provide relevant,
quantitative data through the tool.
6.5 Case Studies
This section will discuss two cases of how the tool is utilized within P&W. These case
studies were also used to validate the numerical scores against the organizational knowledge of
the different suppliers and parts. The first case study is simple set of parts.
Score
Specialized Basic
Supplier Business Technical Technical
LCS 1 33% 10% 34%
LCS 2 69% 58% 58%
LCS 3 72% 68% 92%
LCS 4 79% 68% 83%
Table 5 - Case Study I Results
68 Corum, Andrew. Design and Development of a Supplier Evaluation Process. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2009.
As seen in the results, the most appropriate source would be LCS 3 with LCS 4 as a good
alternative. However, LCS 1 and LCS 2 are considered due to strategic market entrance
opportunities. In the meeting, the sourcing personnel discuss the pros and cons of choosing the
suppliers. It is clear that choosing the LCS 1 or LCS 2 will require extensive P&W resources to
train the supplier. Therefore, project timeline may be less aggressive compared to the selection of
LCS 3 or 4. In addition, the quantitative data is used to prepare a longer transition period as the
inexperienced supplier moves up the learning curve. In the past, there was no way to clearly
bring this information to the discussion and it was difficult to quantify the risk and gaps
associated with choosing an inexperienced supplier such as LCS 1 or 2 over an experienced
supplier such as LCS 3 or 4.
The second case study included an incumbent, domestic supplier. The results can be seen
in Table 6. The domestic supplier is a preferred P&W partner. As expected, this supplier
performs well in the business and basic technical categories as it has the foundation to be an
aerospace supplier. However, Domestic A is not normally a supplier for this type of part and thus
does not perform well in the specialized technical section.
LCS A is a P&W joint-venture in an international location and was established
approximately 10 years ago. Hence, it has the foundations of aerospace manufacturing, but still
needs to gain experience in the business practices such as logistics and quality. However, LCS B
is a new supplier for P&W and is new to the aerospace industry. Thus, the results quantitatively
indicate this lack of experience on both the business practice and technical requirements.
Score
Specialized Basic
Supplier Business Technical Technical
LCS A 72% 44% 94%
LCS B 33% 16% 45%
Domestic A 92% 40% 91%
Table 6 - Case Study 1U Results
This second case clearly shows the different type of suppliers that P&W interacts with.
The evaluation of an experienced domestic, developing international and brand new international
supplier is common within Strategic Sourcing. These results of this tool will help foster
conversations between sourcing personnel and the general procurement organization as it
develops strategies to achieve its cost reduction and international expansion goals.
6.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter summarizes the nuts and bolts of the supplier evaluation tool implemented at
P&W. The system utilizes a questionnaire of business and technical aspects of a supplier to
collect information. A list of required competencies is collected for parts of interest and then
these competencies are then compared to the capabilities available at the supplier and a
quantitative score. The business and technical scores are used as inputs into the sourcing
decision. The main benefits of the tool are consistent documentation of each supplier and a
quantitative input into the sourcing decision process. This system will help P&W to make better,
more-informed decisions at a faster rate than in the past.
CHAPTER 7: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) SOLUTION
7.1 Why is an IT Solution Needed?
As stated in literature, "Information technology has become a key enabler in supply
management." 69 There is no doubt that information technology has facilitated major changes in
the way that business works today compared to 5, 10, or 20 years ago. The impact and power of
IT has only grown with the number of information and communication technologies have
advanced themselves. In fact, well utilized information technology is being viewed as a
69 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
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competitive advantage.7 Viewing the system built by Corum, it was clear that the process could
not continue to use Excel. The main concerns were data integrity, scalability, and ease of use.
The first concern was data integrity and access to information. Individual Excel files
were utilized for each supplier from each evaluator. This introduced a large potential for
inaccurate information to be used mistakenly. In addition, there was a high probability for data
corruption whether by a user who accidentally changed information within a file or potential to
misplace or delete files. The original system hindered the ability for a large number of users to
easily access information at the same time. It is documented that sourcing is hindered as files are
kept in e-mail and hard drives of 10 different people working with the same supplier and/or
project.72 The proposed IT system is a centralized, easy-to-access depository of information.
The second point to address is scalability. As Gordon notes, "technology can enable and
scale supplier performance management."7 3 An organized system can be used to expand for
working with 20 to 150 suppliers easily. As discussed in the previous paragraph, the Excel
system would quickly become cumbersome with more evaluators and suppliers. The advantage
of using technology is the ability to scale the evaluation process that is not possible through
manual means. Even though it takes time to develop a IT system, investment in IT often has a fast
payback period.74
The IT system can also automate the process. The original system required manual
manipulation for the part matching by copying and pasting information which introduces
opportunity for analysis error. One of the requirements of the IT system is for automated
matching and reporting once a list of parts and suppliers is inputted from the user. Since
7' Beckman, Sara and Donald Rosenfield. Operations Strategy: Competing in the 21st Century.
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2007. 357.
72 Porter, Anne Millen. "New software may solve old problems for purchasers." Purchasing 20
Sep 2001.
7 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
Publishing, 2008.125.
74 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
Publishing, 2008.132.
opportunities for error are introduced, and almost inevitable, when information is manually
manipulated, the IT system is a simpler and more accurate method.75
For all of these reasons and more, it was determined that an IT system be created to meet
the needs to of the user and customer. The goal was to make a system that was user-friendly,
intuitive to use, and would be able to support multi-users at the same time. IT/online versions can
become very powerful as information is provided in a timely manner. 6 Below are the main
criteria for success of the IT solution:
e User-friendly
- Intuitive
* Scalable
- Stable with multiple users
e Easy to modify questions and/or logic in the future
7.2 Planning & Communication is Critical to Success
The design and planning of an information technology solution was found to be more
critical than originally anticipated. Limited research was done into the process and management
of IT project and this hindered the research progress. Like many companies, P&W has
outsourced much of its IT resources while keeping a core group of highly knowledgeable people
in-house. Due to the relative simplicity of this project, the decision was made to outsource to a
preferred vendor and manage the project within Strategic Sourcing rather than utilizing P&W IT.
The researcher had limited knowledge and experience with IT projects. The first attempt
at producing an IT system was not successful as objectives and expectations were not clear to the
outsourcing company. Many lessons were learned and applied in selection and execution of the
second attempt of the IT system. A list of the major lessons learned is below:
- Experienced programmer - With inexperienced project managers, it is imperative that the
programmer is experienced so that he/she can translate the vision into programming code
75 Hammer, Michael. "Reengineering Work: Don't Automate, Obliterate." Harvard Business
Review Jul-Aug 1990: 104-112.
76 Laseter, Timothy. Balanced Sourcing. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1998.
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and propose solutions for the customer, P&W. The first project used inexperienced
programmers who had limited knowledge of application features and thus resulted in
poor design and functionality.
e Frequent updates and communication - The original project held weekly update meetings
and communication was relatively limited outside of these meetings. Input and changes
from the customer were not requested early in the process and was not incorporated into
the project until late in the design, resulting in rework. Moving forward in the second
project, a weekly update meetings and a design meeting was held each week. The
intention was that the whole group (multiple programmers involved) met at the update
meeting. To streamline discussions, the design meeting involved the project manager and
programmer to work on specific aspects and details.
- Proximity - The first outsourcing contractor was located remotely and meetings could
only be held through web-collaboration methods. The second contractor was located
locally and meetings were always held in person. There was a significant difference in
interaction. If close proximity is not possible, it is recommended that the team meet face-
to-face at the beginning and a regular time intervals throughout the project to ensure
alignment.
- Use "case-methods" - In the planning phase of the project, the customer needs to explain
the different ways and who will use the IT system. This means scripting scenarios to
outline what inputs the user will give the system, what the system will do internally, and
what results are expected as an output. By developing these scenarios, the programmer is
better to understand the intent of the system and can then design the system. Therefore,
the system meets the needs to the customer.
As discussed in this section, planning the project and selecting the right IT resources are
critical to success. Many IT systems have been developed and deployed with limited or no
success because of failure of the planning and design phases. Like most systems, spending more
time in the beginning of the process will avoid rework and mistakes later in the development.
7.3 Designing for the User
Architecture is not the only important thing for an IT system. Designing something that
is user-friendly and intuitive is also important. This is especially pertinent as some users may be
reluctant to new systems and will take any defect as a reason to reject the whole project. Most
users are busy and have limited time to test a new system. Therefore, if the first experience is
frustrating or disappointing, it is difficult to convince these users to try the system again. Hence,
much discussion and development time was devoted to ensuring the first launch of the system
was user-friendly, easy to use, and intuitive. This required interviewing users about flow and
understanding how the user would approach the system and interpret instructions. Design could
require endless months of development. With the time pressure to launch the system,
prioritization was made on which items could be addressed before the Beta launch. These items
were documented on a punch list and worked accordingly. As improvements are made to the
system, there will be fewer improvement comments and the system will be launched for full
release.
7.4 Planning for Data Integrity & Security
As with any other system, user access and system security has to be considered. The key
to control what information and functionality can be accessed by a user is triggered by their
computer ID. Table 8 explains the four levels of security. The default access level is 4 unless the
user ID is recognized in the system.
Level Level of Access
1 Admin rights
2 View, submit updates, approve updates
3 View and submit updates
4 View only
Table 8- Access to System
Another large design issue was the process to store the supplier information and how to
update existing supplier data. The solution was to utilize a reference record for each supplier.
All the views of the supplier information, part matching, and scoring would be based on the
reference record for the supplier.
Once a P&W employee visits a supplier, the expectation is that he/she will be able to
input information into the supplier evaluation tool. A Level 3 user or higher can update the whole
evaluation or just a portion of the evaluation depending on what part of the supplier was visited.
The system then store proposed updates with the name and date of proposal for evaluation. These
submissions are then stored in a table for the review of a Level 2 user. When the Level 2 user
enters the system, he/she can review all proposed updates to the reference for a given supplier. It
is then the responsibility of this user to determine the most appropriate evaluation from various
inputs and update the reference record to reflect this.
7.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter introduces the reasoning for the implementation of an information
technology solution for the supplier evaluation system. The IT system will provide many
benefits, most notably data integrity and usability. In addition, many of the lessons learned
around the project management and design of the IT project is also discussed. In summary, the
planning and design phases are critical to the success of the project. IT is a powerful tool that
many companies have utilized to improve business processes and this is also true with the P&W
supplier evaluation system. At the conclusion of this research project, the Beta version of the IT
system was being finalized. The organization would then populate it with relevant data, test the
system, and incorporate changes and improvements from user feedback.
CHAPTER 8 - CONCLUSION
Literature states that a successful supplier tool requires both management support and a
defined, robust evaluation process.77 The research of this thesis explored both of these aspects.
The support from management and influential people within the organization is the first and most
important requirement for change in an organization like Pratt & Whitney. In addition, design of
the supplier evaluation requires an extensive research and planning phase as well as input from
the user and customer. And finally, information technology can be utilized to improve and
enhance the process.
Before design of the system, organizational approval of the change is essential. First, the
organization must be assessed. It is often tempting to use stereotypes or norms as a starting place,
but even each group within an organization is slightly different. It was determined that Pratt &
Whitney was experience and hierarchical based. With support from management and respected
individuals, a project is given credibility. The "sell" of the concept must occur first and the
whole organization needs to see the support of the change.
A supplier evaluation process will help P&W perform and meet its goals as the old
process was ad-hoc. The greatest value will be documented, consistent information on all
international suppliers of interest. The process will also enable the company to compare the
technical capabilities of the supplier against the requirements for each project. This is valuable
information as the technical competency is one of the most important criteria for supplier
selection. The information technology system is an enabler to implement this change.
The change within P&W strategic sourcing is just beginning. As with the aerospace
industry, there is still much opportunity to be captured in the global market in terms of footprint
and cost savings. P&W and UTC recognize this potential and are instilling the processes and
77 Gordon, Sherry. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence. Fort Lauderdale: J. Ross
Publishing, 2008.37.
systems to allow them to strategically approach their business and remain competitive in a
dynamic global market.
8.1 Recommendations
Pratt & Whitney realizes that it needs to change to stay competitive in the aerospace
market and expand its supply base internationally. There is no shortage of suppliers who want to
enter the market and are willing to partner with the company. The question is how P&W makes
sourcing decisions. The implementation of the supplier evaluation process will be an
improvement. However, it is the acceptance of the change that will determine the success. The
support from the key, influential, respected individuals must be obtained for true change to occur
and for the process to be fully adopted into the organization.
With development well on its way, the system is almost complete. In order to gain full
support, the benefits of this system should be advocated and demonstrated to these key
individuals. Once the credibility of the system is confirmed and the benefits of the new process
are clear, the organization will quickly adopt it into standard practice to help meet its goal for
2012.
8.2 Next Steps
The system needs to be beta tested and the user feedback should be incorporated. There
are plenty of opportunities to add further functionality to the system. The most notable is to add
basic savings calculations (labor, material, transportation, etc) into the system to provide
estimates that can be part of the sourcing decision. In addition, the classification of parts that can
and cannot be exported to certain countries is also a concern as P&W is also a military contractor.
Therefore, incorporation of this information up-front can also add benefit to the decision process
so that it is determined early on in the process rather than further in supplier negotiations.
Outside of further development of the P&W tool, the division should work to collaborate
with its UTC sister divisions. Each division has historically acted as an individual company.
However, the knowledge and scale of UTC as a corporation will be invaluable. There are simply
not enough resources to talk to every supplier and to know every required fact. If the divisions
work together through the corporate collaboration project, P&W would be able to do more with
less. It is a competitive advantage that has yet to be leveraged and could be one of its greatest
assets to compete and achieve its goals.
8.3 Update
The research for this thesis ended in August 2009, but approximately eight months has
elapsed since then. As an update, P&W successfully finished the development of the IT database
and had users provide input for the Beta version. The system is still undergoing testing at this
time. The database is being populated with relevant data from current and new suppliers. This
will provide documentation for its suppliers as well as the ability to test the system and refine its
output.
Appendix A: Explanation of Categories in Supplier Evaluation 78
Experience - This section primarily focuses on the experience level of the supplier and its
employees. The experience gained through supplying large, international companies helps a supplier
become attuned to the needs of the global business environment. Understanding a supplier's
experience with international customers and the required expectations for quality and delivery- before
a supplier relationship is created may ease the need of supplier development.
Environment, Health and Safety - This section focuses on the supplie's efforts to minimize their
effect on the environment as well as the health and safety of their employees. This section is
important as purchasers do not want to expose themselves to a potential public relations issue or
liability by working with a supplier who causes undue harm to the environment or their employees.
Logistics and Delivery - This section captures information on the supplier's ability to meet delivery
roals for their customers, internally as well as for their sub-tier supply base.
Quality - This section focuses miaiily on the approach the supplier takes towards maintaining and
improving their product and production process quairy levels.
Operations - This section looks at the general layout of the production process and material flow.
Communication - This section helps identify the level of openness the supplier has with the
company as well as the state of their communication technolog.
Financial Records - This section analyses the financial records of the supplier in order to identify
any potential trouble or issues with bankruptcy, etc.
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